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2.5 Consulting reference resources – Trainer Notes 
 
LEARNING 
OUTCOMES 

By the end of this session participants will be able to: 

• demonstrate knowledge of reference resources for different types of situation 

• make recommendations on tried and useful reference resources 

bilingual dictionary language games grammar reference 

monolingual dictionary grammar activities vocabulary building 

learner dictionary project work teacher’s book 

consult resources grammar dictation teaching resources 

phonemic chart reference materials internet links 

KEY CONCEPTS 

headword teacher development  

Lesson planning + Answer sheet 

Collocation match  

What would you use when? + Answer Sheet  

MATERIALS 

My favourites 
 

Procedure  
1 Learning Outcomes 
 Explain learning outcomes for session to participants  

 

2 Lesson planning  

 • This is an awareness raising task.  Lead-in by asking participants to briefly 
discuss: 

Why is the teacher’s book not always sufficient to plan lessons? 

• Feedback - see Lesson planning - suggested answers.   

  The Internet is an obvious resource, though the sheer amount or material can make 
searches daunting and time-consuming.  The following website managed by the University 
of Hull provides comprehensive lists of dictionaries, sites for teachers, learning materials, 
literature, media etc, including links to free resources. 

Tip –  http://www.fredriley.org.uk/call/langsite/tefl.html     

 
 

3 Collocation match   

 • Cut up Collocation match and give one set to each group.  Participants 
match the collocations (one bold, one italic). Each collocation refers to a 
possible reference resource. Be ready to deal with and accept other 
plausible matches (e.g. grammar resources,  vocabulary unit)  

http://www.fredriley.org.uk/call/langsite/tefl.html
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• Feedback – participants can be given a copy of the worksheet for reference. 

  Participants could create their own collocation exercise for each other based on examples of 
techniques used so far or using the same Pelmanism activity. 

 
 

4 What would you use when?   

 • Participants work in groups and discuss which types of resources would be 
appropriate in the given situations What would you use when? 

• Feedback - see What would you use when? - Suggested Answers. 

  It might be useful to bring in some examples of different resources for participants to have a 
look at. 

 
 

5 My favourites  

 • The aim of this activity is for participants to expand their lists of known and 
tried resources by recommending their favourites to each other My 
Favourites. 

• There are no specific answers. Take brief oral feedback from each group at 
the end of the activity. You may also wish to get groups to feedback this 
information via a poster on the wall, a typed up word document or neat 
handwritten copies which can be photocopied and handed out as a resource 
for everyone in the next session. Trainers might also like to add 
recommendations based on their own teaching experience. 

 

 
6 Reflection  

 • Ask participants to reflect on the following question: 
How could you set up a resources bank in your school? 
How would you mange the resources bank? 
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